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ABSTRACT
This research presents a new technique for plagiarism
detection using sequential pattern mining titled EgyCD. Over
the last decade many techniques and tools for software clone
detection have been proposed such as textual approaches,
lexical approaches, syntactic approaches, semantic approaches
…, etc. In this paper, the research explores the potential of
data mining techniques in plagiarism detection. In particular,
the research proposed a plagiarism technique based on
sequential pattern mining (SPM), words/statements are treated
as a sequence of transactions processed by the SPM algorithm
to find frequent itemsets. The research submits an experiment
to discover copy/paste in the text source and it gave good
results in a reasonable and acceptable time.
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1. INTRODUCTION
When the work of someone else is reproduced without
acknowledging the source, this is known as plagiarism [1].
Probably the most frequent cases appear in academic
institutions where students copy material from books,
journals, the Internet, their peers etc. without citing
references. Although sometimes intentional, there are many
cases where students actually plagiarize unintentionally
simply because they are not aware of how sources should be
used within their own work. This problem is not just limited
to written text, but also regularly found in software code
where chunks are copied and re-used without reference to the
original author/s [2].
Computer technology spreads too fast, and hence everyone
can see easily that using computer is in everywhere especially
in schools, colleges and universities. Most of student's work
assignments are now expected to be submitted in electronic
form. Although convenient and easier for both student and
lecturer alike, the electronic version provides the student with
an easier opportunity to plagiarize. With advanced word
processors it is much easier to cut and paste large amounts of
text to create a single work from a number of electronic
sources including the Internet, electronic journals, books,
newspapers and magazines etc [2].
Helping to make access to electronic versions of written text
easier is the Internet. The Internet is growing at a remarkable
rate and fast becoming a common resource for students. A
recent study by IBM, Compaq and Alta Vista involved
analyzing more than 600 million unique pages1 across a wide
variety of subjects. It is probably true to say that a search on
the Internet today for even the most obscure of topics will
almost certainly return some relevant result. The Internet
provides a global resource accessible by anyone from

anywhere in the World that makes keeping track of electronic
documents much harder than ever before and plagiarism much
easier. However, the teacher’s foe can also be their friend [2].
Using Internet search engines such as Google, Alta Vista and
Yahoo, teachers can search for ―unusual‖ phrases they find in
student’s work to identify potential sources [1].
As mentioned in [3] there are Four Categories of Plagiarism:a. Unauthorized and/or unacknowledged collaborative
work: While students are expected to do their own
research and writing, instructors also understand that
students may discuss their own research projects with
other students in the same course. Instructors strongly
suspect collaborative plagiarism when the same or similar
phrases,
quotations,
sentences,
and/or
parallel
constructions appear in two or more papers on the same
topic. To protect yourself, you should acknowledge—in a
footnote or endnote—any significant discussions you have
had with others, as well as any advice, comments, or
suggestions that you have received from others, including
your instructor or other instructors if appropriate.
b. Attempting to pass off, as your own work, a whole
work or any part of a work belonging to another
person, group or institution: This includes borrowing,
buying, commissioning, copying, receiving, downloading,
taking, using, and/or stealing a paper that is not your own.
Submitting an entire work which is not your own also
constitutes research or academic fraud.
c. The use of any amount of text that has been
improperly paraphrased constitutes plagiarism.
Suggesting an improper reliance on a single source, this
includes ―mosaic plagiarism‖ or ―cut-and-paste
plagiarism.‖
d. The use of any amount of text, that is properly
paraphrased—but which is either not cited or which is
improperly cited—constitutes plagiarism. This includes
papers in which a general failure to cite sources or a gross
negligence in citing sources is apparent. Moreover,
attaching
false,
misleading,
or
improper
attributions/citations to properly paraphrased texts still
constitutes plagiarism.
The rest of this paper is organized as following: some related
work on plagiarism detection in section 2. In sections 3, an
overview for data mining and its techniques are introduced,
particularly the ones relevant to plagiarism detection. In
sections 4, 5 and 6, the research introduces the new approach
for detecting plagiarism. A case study is reported in section 7.
Section 8 introduces the conclusion and future work. Finally
section 9 and 10 are the acknowledgements and references.
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2. RELATED WORK
According [4], copy prevention and detection methods can be
combined to reduce plagiarism. While copy detection methods
can only minimize it, prevention methods can fully eliminate
it and decrease it. Notwithstanding this fact, prevention
methods need the whole society to take part, thus its solution
is non trivia [5]. Copy plagiarism detection methods, on the
other hand, are easier to implement, and tackle different
levels, from simple manual comparison to complex automatic
algorithms [6,7]. A short discussion on plagiarism detection
methods is presented.
Some methods have been developed in order to find original
plagiarized text pairs on the basis of flexible search strategies
(able to detect plagiarized fragments even if they are modified
from their source). If two (original and suspicious) text
fragments are close enough, it can be assumed that they are a
potential plagiarism case that needs to be investigated deeper
[8]. A simple option is to carry out a comparison of text
chunks based on word-level n-grams. In Ferret [9], the
reference and suspicious texts are split into trigrams,
composing two sets that are after compared. The amount of
common trigrams is considered in order to detect potential
plagiarism cases. Another option is to split the documents into
sentences. PPChecker [10] detects potentially plagiarized
sentences on the basis of the intersection and complement of
the reference and suspicious sentences vocabulary.
Considering complement avoids detecting casual common
text substrings as plagiarism cases.
Our algorithm depends on data mining, it is Apriori based so
it detects all plagiarized text inside the source text files in an
reasonable and acceptable time.

3. DATA MINING OVERVIEW.
Data mining [11, 12] is the process of extracting interesting
(non-trivial, implicit, previously unknown and potentially
useful) information or patterns from large information
repositories such as: relational database, data warehouses,
XML repository, etc. Also data mining is known as one of the
core processes of Knowledge Discovery in Database (KDD).

Sequential Pattern Mining.
Definition 1: Sequential pattern mining [12] is trying to find
the relationships between occurrences of sequential events, to
find if there exists any specific order of the occurrences.
In data mining [13] frequent itemsets are used to illustrate
relationships within large amounts of data. The classical
example is the analysis of the buying-behavior of customers.
The database consists of a set of transactions, and each
transaction is a set of items from a universal itemset I.
The goal is to find itemsets I that are subsets of many
transactions T in the database D, ( I ∈ T ). An itemset is
called frequent, if it occurs in a percentage that exceeds a
certain given support count σ [14]:
σ (I) =

| 𝑇∈𝐷 |{𝐼⊆𝑇}|
|𝐷|

≥σ

In EgyCD, no interest in the percentage of itemsets is needed.
Instead the algorithm is interested in their count
σ (I) = | 𝑇 ∈ 𝐷 |{𝐼 ⊆ 𝑇}| ≥ σ where σ > 1

Most SPM algorithms are based on Apriori algorithm [13].
AprioriAll. Sequential pattern mining was first introduced in
[15] by Agrawal, three Apriori based algorithms were
proposed. Given the transaction database with three attributes
customer-id, transaction-time and purchased-items, the
mining process were decomposed into five phases:
Sort Phase: the original transaction database is sorted with
customer-id as the major key and transaction time as the
minor key, the result is set of customer sequences.
L-itemsets Phase: the sorted database is scanned to obtain
large 1-itemsets according to the predefined support
threshold..
Transformation Phase: the customer sequences are replaced
by those large itemsets they contain, all the large itemsets are
mapped into a series of integers to make the mining more
efficient.
Sequence Phase: all frequent sequential patterns are
generated from the trans-formed sequential database.
Maximal Phase: those sequential patterns that are contained
in other super sequential patterns are pruned in this phase,
since only interesting in maximum sequential patterns.
Since most of the phases are straightforward, researches
focused on the sequence phase in [16].

4. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF
EGYCD.
Following Apriori-based approaches, our approach builds up
larger itemsets (words/statements in this case) from
combining smaller ones and then efficiently searches inside
the text files to verify their presence.

EgyCD tool consists of four steps:
a. The user selects the source files either it is in the directory
or in different directories to apply the tool on.
b. The tool transforms the source files to transactions of
itemsets.
c. EgyCD algorithm is applied to discover frequent itemsets
in the text files that exceed a given frequency threshold.
d. The algorithm prunes all plagiarized text that appear
completely in other plagiarized text to avoid duplicate
results and report only original plagiarized not included in
others.
Now a brief description for how EgyCD algorithm works is
introduced. Assume that T is the set of all statements, where
each statement is considered a transaction. First, the algorithm
starts by getting the first itemset F which is the set of all
repeated statements in the text files. Then it initializes a
counter i to 1. It also initializes a set CC equal to F where CC
is a set will always contain all plagiarized text discovered so
far. Set CCi is a sub set of CC always contains all plagiarized
text of length i while i increases for an iteration to the next.
The second step is to do Cartesian product CCi x F and store
the results in CCi+1. The third step is checking each item in the
Cartesian product of length i + 1 against Apriori property
which states that any subset of any frequent itemset should be
frequent, to reduce the time of this check, only two subsets for
any item in CCi+1 are checked, the first subset is equal to the
same item in CCi+1 but after removing its first element, and
the second subset is equal to the same item in CCi+1 but after
removing its last element. If any of those two subsets is not
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frequent the item will be removed from CCi+1. The fourth step
is checking each item in the Cartesian product of length i + 1
to see if it exists in the set of all transactions T (i.e., the set of
all statements in sequence) or not. If an item in the Cartesian
product (after checking apriori property for all of its elements)
set exists as subsequence of transactions in T, then it is added
to the plagiarized text set CC. Since the result of the Cartesian
product can be massive, it is possible to generate the results
on the fly in the memory without storing them and process
them directly in the third step by checking their presence in
the transactions. The fifth step is prune all plagiarized text in
CC of length i that exist in plagiarized text of length i + 1. The
fifth step is incrementing i by 1. The sixth step is trying to
reduce the set F by pruning all items that didn't appear as a
last item in any of plagiarized text of length i. Finally the
algorithm iterates over steps two to six until all items of the
Cartesian product don't exist in any transactions. Below is the
pseudo code of the algorithm.

16. }

1. T = set of all source lines
2. F = set of repeated source lines
3. CC = F
4. stillMore = true
5. i = 1
6. While (stillMore)
7. {
8.
stillMore = false
9.
CCi+1 = CCi x F
10.
If i > 1 then
11.
CCi+1 = Check_Apriori(CCi+1,CCi)
12.
End if
13.
For all e ∈ CCi+1
14.
{
15.
if e ∈ T then
16.
add e to CC
17.
stillMore = true
18.
end if
19.
}
20.
prune CC by removing all e ∈ CC
where |e| = i and e  S and S ∈
CC where |S| = i+1
21.
i = i + 1
22.
prune all non used elements in F
23. }

Tracing of the algorithm
F = { My name is Ali, I live in Egypt }
CC = F
i=1
stillMore = true
iteration 1:
{
stillMore = false
CCi+1 = {My name is Ali, I live in Egypt} x {My name
is Ali, I live in Egypt}
CCi+1 = {( My name is Ali, My name is Ali)
, ( My name is Ali, I live in Egypt )
, ( I live in Egypt , My name is Ali)
, (I live in Egypt; , I live in Egypt )}
CCi+1 = { My name is Ali, I live in Egypt
, ( My name is Ali, I live in Egypt )}
CCi+1 = { ( My name is Ali, I live in Egypt ) }
CC = { My name is Ali, I live in Egypt ,( My name is
Ali, I live in Egypt )
//after pruning CC will be
CC = { ( My name is Ali, I live in Egypt ) }
stillMore = true
i=2
F = { I live in Egypt } // after pruning

Pseudo-code of Check_Apriori(CCi+1,CCi)
To explain how the algorithm work on an example of
detecting plagiarized text
Example
Suppose the following text:
My name is Ali
I live in Egypt
..........
..........
My name is Ali
I live in Egypt
..........
..........
The final result should be CC= {(My name is Ali, I live in
Egypt)}

}

Pseudo-code of EgyCD Algorithm
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Check_Apriori(CCi+1,CCi)
{
For all e ∈ CCi+1
{
a = all elements in e except
first element
if a ∉ CCi then
prune e from CCi+1
else
b = all elements in e
except last element
if b ∉ CCi then
prune e from CCi+1
end if
end if
}
Return CCi+1

Iteration2:
{
stillMore = false
CCi+1 = { ( My name is Ali, I live in Egypt ) } x { I live
in Egypt }
CCi+1 = { ( My name is Ali, My name is Ali , I live in
Egypt) }
CCi+1 = Ф //After Apriori property check
stillMore = false
CC = { ( My name is Ali, I live in Egypt ) }
i=3
F=Ф
}
No more loops since stillMore = false and
CC = { ( My name is Ali, I live in Egypt ) }
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5. OPTIMIZATION TRICKS ADDED TO
APRIORI
The research did some modifications to Apriori for increasing
the speed of EgyCD such as:a. Pruning F set at the end of each iteration to decrease the
cardinality of the first itemset and consequently the
cardinality of the resultant set of the Cartesian product.
b. The Apriori property states that any subset of a frequent
set is frequent [12]. For stores system sorting items in
transactions is meaningless but in plagiarized text sorting
statements is a major concept, so a check to Apriori
property only for two subsets that are the union of a
plagiarized text but after removing the first statement or
the last statement of that plagiarized text and the new
added statement.
c. By using the SQL features in where conditions, all items
of CCi+1 that exist in sequence in the text files has been
got then the algorithm checks if it is a plagiarized text or
not.
d. Applying EgyCD inside the database not in the
application, this speed its execution time.

6. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
The algorithm was implemented in a database application.
using Adaptive Server SQL Anywhere version 11.0 with add
on In-Memory version 11.0 and PowerBuilder 11.5. This has
multiple advantages. First, it perfectly matches the application
of Apriori-based algorithms which are developed for mining
databases. Second, the expressive power of SQL supports
processing of transactions very easily and smoothly. Finally,
PowerBuilder has powerful visualization capabilities that
allow us to visualize plagiarized text in very simple ways and
can also be upgraded with new views if needed. For every
language to be supported, language specific tables are filled
with the style of comments, reserved words and symbols,
begin and end markers of compound statements, statements
separator, etc.
The proposed algorithm can be used to detect plagiarism in
written text.

excellent quality then the background of this text clone will be
in red. And if the resultant text clone length is greater than or
equal the length field value for good quality and its repetition
is greater than or equal to the count text clone field value for
good quality then the background of this texct clone will be in
orange otherwise the text clone background color is green.
By using this way, the user can easily notice and differentiate
the most important text clones.

6.2 CALCULATING TEXT CLONE FILE
RATIO.
To submit some information that may be useful to EgyCD
users, we calculate a ratio called text clone file ratio (TCFR)
for each file selected by the user for detecting text clones
inside it. It is equal to the full size in lines of all text clones
inside the file over the total size of the file in lines
TCFR = Size of text clones in the file in lines / size of the file
in lines
The user can see this ratio if he displayed again his selected
files. The user will find that this ratio is calculated and
displayed in the row of each file. If the ratio is greater than a
specific percent set by the user in the EgyCD setting then the
background color will be red for this row otherwise the
background will be in white.

7. CASE STUDIES.
The research submits a case study that shows No. of
plagiarism detected and its corresponding time. EgyCD is
applied over 720 files and its size is 1.31 MB. These files are
divided into 5 groups; the first group contains 144 files and
each consequent group contains the files of the pervious group
and has 144 additional files, so the last group contains 720
files. The total size of these files is 1.31MB and they
collectively contain about 45454 lines. The hardware used in
this case is Intel® Core™ 2 Duo CPU E7200 Processor, 2.53
GHz, 2GB RAM, running windows XP.

Seq.

Table (1) – Case Information
Size in
Clone
No. of
Lines
Size
Clones

Time in
Min.

There are two modes for EgyCD, prune and no prune, if the
user want to see all plagiarized text and its subsets plagiarized
text in the source text files he will use no prune mode and if
the user wants to see only all plagiarized text and the program
should remove delete all of plagiarized text subsets, hence the
user should select prune mode.

1

8426

1637

419

0.68

2

16138

2966

770

1.45

3

25330

4259

988

3.00

4

34972

5931

1510

5.00

In detecting plagiarism a minor transformation is done to the
imported text such as replacing multiple consequent spaces
with only one space and all tab or multiple consequent tabs
with one space.

5

44268

7564

1822

8.87

Table (1) and graph (1) show that No. of clones increases with
the increase of size of files in lines.

6.1 VISUALIZING THE PLAGIARIZED
TEXT AND ITS QUALITY
To make good visualization to the plagiarized clones, EgyCD
lets the user defines the quality of the text clones in the
application setting screen. Four fields control that, two fields
for defining the excellent quality for text clones, the length of
the text clone field and the count of text clone field. The same
two fields are used for defining good quality for text clone. If
the resultant text clone length is greater than or equal the
length field value for excellent quality and its repetition is
greater than or equal to the count text clone field value for
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EgyCD
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Graph (1) - No. of Detected Clones

Table (1) and graph (2) show that the time of detecting clones
increases with the increase of size of files in lines, and this is
logic and reasonable since more text clones needs more
detected time to detect. Also detecting time is short in minutes
not hours and hence EgyCD execution time is acceptable.

Detecting Time

…Egy
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